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Quotient Manifolds
-practice probs released Jul

G a lie group acting smoothly on a smooth mfld M.

M/G quotient space

&

When is a a topmold admitting a smooth structure
sit it:M-M/c is a smooth submersion?

Awhen Gacts freely and properly
on M.

-

S
gp

=

p iffgie GxM -MxM is proper
(g,p) (gp,p)

Iguarantees M/G Hiff.)



Reall X-Y proper when preimages ofcompacts are compact.

E. GURR&R" via Ax =Ax
-

matrixmultin

Since A.(E):(8) FA, this action is not free.

Further, if x FytRYO, than 5 A s.t. Ax=y,
so

⑭"/2n= (1"YO3, 3033 withopen sets0, SR-sOS],Main

Not a top'mfld!
⑳...

Eg. YR by "rotton-
Nota smooth mild,

fixed!
&

"Come point"



Eg. aeR-R, R&I=
S'xS' by

t.(z,w) =(e2ritz, e2ictw).
This is a free action with dense orbits
->only saturated opens ofIP are I, I

=>IYiehas the trivial topology so not a topmold

* Check that this action is not proper, butis smooth.

Lemma 21. I For
any
itsaction of a top up on a space X,

the quotient mapx
-X/c, is open

Prop 31.4 Ifa Lie gphacts ctsly +properly on a mild M,
thun M/G is Hansdorff.



Characterization ofProper Afins (22.5) Mifll, Glingp-

acting ctsly in M. TFAE:

(a) The action is proper

(b) pil, (gi) sequences of M, G sit. (pil, (gipi) converge,
then (gil converges

1) UKEM compact, GK: =(g(6)(g.k) nK+%) is compact.
NB. If K:Sp3, then GR= G,is the isotropy subsp ofpo
Cr Everyits

action by a compact his group is proper

Prop 0:GxM -M proper
smooth action ofLie gp G on

-

a smooth mfld M. YpGM, Q:G -> M is proper
qgp



thus Gp=O(D() is closed in M. Ifadditionaly Gp:/e),
them OP is a smooth embedding with Gip =M a properly
embedded submfld.
---

Quotient MAd Ihm G8M smooth, free, proper action of

a lie upon
a smooth mold. Then M/ is a topmold

of dimn dimM-dimb, and has a unique
smooth structure

sit him ->M/ is a smooth submersion.

Auniqueness of smooth structure follows from quotientproperty
ofsmoothsubmersions:MY,

(mca), (M(6).W



call a smooth chart(4,4) for m adapted tothe Gration
when it's a cubical chartw/ word fus (x', ..., x, y, ..,y")
for k =dimG, m= dimM, n=m-h s.t. pEM,

Gpeu
=Style slice of the form (y'..., yn)= (a, ..., c).

-> fit-----...
ef I
R N

#a --

R

of



Can YptM I adapted chartcentered atp.
-

Assume this for now.
Ma is H'ff by 21.4. Since it is open by 2.1, countable

basis (Bi) ofM becomes countable basis (x(Bi)) for M/c; thus

M/G is second countable.

For loc Euclidean, letg "isp) be an arbitrarypt ofM/,
1,4) an adapted chartfor a centered atp with

Y(U) =u'xU"for U'ER*, U"=IR" open cubes.

Setv =iSU),open b/c it open.
Lety =(x=... -x =0). Then ity:Y->V is a homeo.



-

~M+( =4)->

ef In
N

wixu"= #

R

o(u) -- U
77

Letw =(ily)":v -> U;it's a local section ofit

Define y: V
-> U" i.e.

yoyo
which is a homes

[xx,y)]y
homooY- U'

hammo
ontoy

->M/a is low Euclidean and thus a top' mfld.



Remains toshow Ma has a smooth str st. it is a smooth

submersion.

Use atlas (SV,y)). Then x:(x,y)y locally, so
it's a smooth submersion as long as transition maps
are smooth (ex/p.547).

Going of
a

Lemma 21.11 Suppose a discrete lie group
5 acts ctly and

freely ona mold. The action is
proper ifthe

following conditions hold:



(i) YpeEJubhdUSp s.t. Ygee), (gU) nU
=0

(ii) If prop, then Gublds Vsy, VEp" it. (g.V) nV =0
=

for all get. vigi it""

Prop 21.12 Tie ->m smooth coming "map. Then Antical
of discrete top asts,moothly, freely, and properly on E.

The 22.K E coun'd smooth mild, Idiscrete lie group acting
smoothly freely properly on E. Then Ithas a unique
smooth structure s.t. :E -> ETis a smooth normal

en

S
covering map. i acts transitively

on fibers



Et Every discrete subgroup ofPSLuR acts smoothly,
properly, freely on H.

Discrete - PSLu are called Fabian groups.



(2,3,7)- triangle up generated by
Lesinflections over A r/ang

Es,m- TEPSLR

H/r =:Klein quartic

IRiemann
surface ofgeness with

automorphism sp
PSL2E oforder 148-
·max' aut for genus 3

· 2nd smallest non-Abelian simple sp



"Nice"X=MOG st. p-M Jome or two

points of Gip inside X and if I both on
2X

#


